Abstract Physical systems change over time and usually produce considerable amount of nonstationary data. Evolving modeling of time varying systems requires adaptive and flexible procedures to deal with heterogeneous data. Granular computing provides a rich framework for modeling time varying systems using nonstationary granular data streams. This work considers interval granular objects to accommodate essential information from data streams and simplify complex real world problems. We briefly discuss a new class of problems emerging in data stream mining where data may be either singular or granular. Particularly, we emphasize interval data and interval modeling framework. Interval-based evolving modeling (IBeM) approach recursively adapts both parameters and structure of rulebased models. IBeM uses ∪-closure granular structures to approximate functions. In general, approximand functions can be time series, decision boundaries between classes, control or regression functions. Essentially, IBeM accesses data sequentially and discards previous examples; incoming data may trigger structural adaptation of models. The IBeM learning algorithm evolves and updates rules quickly to track system and environment changes. Experiments using heterogeneous streams of meteorological and financial data are performed to show the usefulness of the IBeM approach in actual scenarios.
Introduction
Measurements and expert estimates are never exact [1] . Novel technologies have created problems in which uncertainty, nonlinearity, nonstationarity and complexity are crucial. Adaptive modeling from data streams, with minimal or no supervision, maximally exploits the information flow in dynamic environments. Data stream modeling for knowledge discovery has recently become an important topic in various research areas. Modeling efforts are driven to processing continuously incoming examples from quickly changing, heterogeneous, nonstationary and endless flows of data. Data-stream-oriented adaptive models receive examples one at a time and are constrained by the impossibility of storing previous examples. Fundamentally, recursive algorithm scans unbounded streaming dataset only once and should deliver models and results on demand; algorithmic procedures must account for the fact that the unknown is likely to matter. Classification, clustering, prediction, frequent pattern mining, regression and control are examples of problems addressed in context. Essentially, neither the time complexity of structural adaptation of models, nor memory usage should scale with the number of streaming examples.
Recent research on evolving granular systems [2] - [8] relies on the concepts of granular view, information granule, and granular mapping in the process of modeling streaming data. Emphasis is on the tasks of data granulation and computing with granules [9] - [12] . The granularity of information explicitly embedded into granular systems offers key features in dynamic modeling, e.g. transparency and flexibility. Concept change, missing and noisy values, superfluous and outlier instances are common in online environment and require automatic intervention. Particularly, structured representation of data flows is a key contribution. By structured representation we mean a collection of rules that tells the very essence of the data.
Information granulation splits a problem into simpler sub-problems. In this work, the quotient structure of such a granulation process is a granular model of an evolving system built from a repertoire of data mining and machine learning procedures. Constructing granular models of large spatio-temporal datasets requires choosing a computational framework to return a proper granulation and draw conclusions useful for practical purposes. Evolvable granular models may be expressed in the framework of interval mathematics, statistics, fuzzy sets, rough sets, shadow sets, cluster analysis, decision trees, neighborhood systems, or hybrids. This concedes ample freedom in electing representative granular objects and handling tools. Regardless of the framework chosen, granulation aims to retain the essence of original streaming data and reveal local models. Computing with granules aims at looking to the data under different resolutions (shift back and forth between simpler and more detailed views of data) and extract from it features of interest to attain efficient and practical solution.
This work suggests multi-dimensional intervals (axis-aligned hyperboxes) as formal granular object to wrap uncertainty in data stream. Features that make interval representation attractive include: (i) easiness of acquiring parameters. Only two parameters related with the real features (upper and lower bounds) need to be captured. These are not cognitively complex and appear straight from data flows; (ii) adaptation of intervals demands basic fully-formalized operations of interval arithmetic; (iii) intervals make no specific assumption about the content of an information granule. This means that intervals do not require assumptions on probability distributions, membership functions, belief intervals or possibility values -intervals are everything we wish to know from large amounts of data; (iv) interval data is common in practice. Moreover, interval model has a great deal of appeal to represent counterpart interval data. Intervals may also rise after preprocessing numeric data, that is, by comprising it into a smaller set of granular data; (v) intervals can be translated quite easily to linguistic propositions. Interval precision facilitates comprehension when supported by a context.
Interval-based evolving modeling IBeM [7] - [8] considers heterogeneous (singular and granular parts) streaming data, one-pass recursive learning algorithm, and monotonic interval inclusion functions associated with hyperrectangle-like forms of information granules to provide singular and granular approximations of nonstationary functions. Essentially, an interval evolving model self-adapts its structure when new concepts appear in data streams. Here, model structure means interval-type information granules, IF-THEN rules, and a concept. IBeM algorithms accumulate values associated to granules and rules. Granulation eases incremental updating and discovering of the essence of the structure of the data with modest storage and processing costs. Experts usually prefer models that approximate physical system outputs and provide estimates of the approximation bounds. Building intervals in bounded-error context is the IBeM approach for enveloping uncertainty.
The contribution of this work over [7] and [8] is twofold. First, we extend the IBeM approach to deal with augmented nonnumeric type of data. Second, we employ a preprocessing time-granulation step in the algorithm. Time granulation aims at synchronizing concurrent data flows, possibly from different sources, incoming at random time intervals. We examine both, spatial and temporal aspects of data stream processing, from a granular perspective.
Next section introduces a granulation approach for time and space events. Granulation of time and space leads to temporal and spatial granularities. We argue that granular framework better supports modeling of manifold heterogeneous data. Sections 3 and 4 address the formalization of concepts of interval mathematics, and data stream modeling using interval representation. A data stream driven recursive learning algorithm capable of operating in online environment and dealing with nonsynchronized heterogeneous data is suggested in Section 5. Section 6 provides detailed analysis of the behavior of the IBeM granular approach in different application domains, particularly, meteorology and finance. Section 7 concludes the paper and lists research issues for further investigation.
Granular Data and Systems
Information granules are conceptual objects that catch the essence of the overall data in a concise and explainable manner [13] - [14] . Granules may be interpreted from two points of view. From the uncertainty theory, a granule is a unit lacking precise knowledge. From the knowledge engineering, a granule is a unit of elementary knowledge. Granular computing is intended to identifying manifestations of granules through moving back and forth among granularities to afford more or less differentiation. Too much detail is wasteful; too little renders a system useless.
Data and systems can be granular. Sometimes, data are not realized with full precision but are subjectively noticed as linguistic terms, fuzzy numbers, intervals. Sometimes, it is hard to discriminate numeric (singular) data precisely and we are compelled to consider granules. Systems are better supported by granular framework to suit granular data. Singular data is a particular case in which a granule degenerates into a singleton. The necessity of building systems in finer granularities, close to the singularity, justifies only when there are clear benefits on doing so.
Streaming data in online environment can be granular from different perspectives. A more intuitive perspective concerns data that is granular by itself. To elaborate on this approach consider a simple example of predicting variable y from the last available observation x. This leads us to search for an approximand p to describe the process function f based on pairs (x, y). In this example, instances x and y, and function f are both singular. Singular data does not restrain models to be singular but rather a granular system may use granular models whose size and placement reflect the information carried by singular data. A hypothesis is that granular representation helps to assess the structure of detailed singular data and organizes the data into an interpretable quotient structure.
Consider x = [x, x] and y = [y, y] as instances of granular data stream, intervals in this case. To exemplify, x and x may denote the minimum and maximum price of an economical index during a day, and y and y the range of fluctuation of the price in the next day. In this example, data is originally granular, the process function f = [ f , f ] is also originally granular, and models p = [p, p] must be granular to support granular data and granular approximation of f . Figure 1 illustrates the granular modeling approach for function approximation. 1(b) show that granular models outer approximate singular and granular functions, respectively. Outer approximations of functions can always be obtained, e.g. at the top level, the coarsest possible granular approximation is the problem domain. Merely enclosing a solution may sound at first shallower than finding the solution itself. We should reflect that the degree of satisfaction involved in embracing a solution depends strongly on the compactness of the enclosure obtained [15] . Moreover, when processing streaming data, we rarely have idea about the error and uncertainty associated to the data. By contrary, if we can compute with granules containing a solution, then we can take e.g. the midpoint as a numeric approximation. Hence, we obtain both an approximate numeric solution and tolerance bounds on the approximation. The key task of approximating with granules is seeking for the tightest envelope for the approximand.
Another perspective for the materialization of granules in data streams concerns with the uncertainty introduced during preprocessing and analysis. Incomplete data makes precise discrimination of examples difficult. Missing values are usually predicted through imputation methods [16] - [17] . Imputed data is uncertain by the very nature of the prediction and motivates granules. Additionally, noise and disturbances of bounded-error dynamic context demand granular treatment of the information. Uncertainty in data representation may be useful to improve the quality of the results. For example, an instance with greater uncertainty may not be as important as one with smaller uncertainty. This incites incremental granular feature selection.
Time and space domains benefit from data granulation. Approaches for granules building regard temporal granulation earlier than spatial granulation, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . This order is maintained due to several reasons. Occasionally, instances are recorded at different time intervals, e.g. as in events stream. The need of synchronized analysis of manifold data streams and search for time correlated structures plead us to consider temporal granulation firstly. Temporal granulation tends to slow down the data flow once several streaming instances can be encapsulated by a granular object and further computations be based on granules. Time granules grant synchronism and smaller amount of data for subsequent spatial analysis. Spatial correlation among heterogeneous data with multiple levels of granularity and different representations is captured during the process of spatial granulation. Structured representation of data is preserved over time as a synopsis of the data stream; it warrants structured problem solving at the practical level. The flexibility of handling data using granular framework enables us to describe granules in different application domains without deep knowledge about the problem. Tight time constraints of online environment and interpretability requirements inspire granulated views of detailed data and computing at coarser granularities.
Time-domain granulation
Streaming data values are ideally recorded at equal time intervals. Exception happens either when instances arise at random time intervals or when concurrent data flows (usually from different sources or tasks) income at different sampling frequencies. The necessity of a synchronized analysis of concurrent data streams demands forming time granules. A time granule describes the data for a certain period.
Appropriate arrangement plays a key role in the definition of a time granule. If the borders of a time granule are aligned with significant changes of the function behavior, the resulting granulation provides a good abstraction of the data and the function. If alignment is poorly done, models may return inadequate results. Manifold granularities require temporal reasoning and formalizations. At this point, it is worth to distinguish time granule from time window.
Time window [18] - [19] stands for a pre-specified or adaptive duration interval within which data assembles a representation. Generally, a fixed number of samplings or error values define the size of the window. Windowing the time domain attempts to produce as few segments as possible to avoid data overfitting. Few time segments may hide information if the concept changes. Nonstationarity modifies "ideal" window lengths by its own dynamic. Approaches for testing window lengths are computationally costly and, hence, infeasible in environments with narrow time constraints. Essentially, there may exist several information granules in a time window. Data chunk analysis belongs to window-based approaches for information extraction and analysis.
A time granule groups data according to their indistinguishability in time. Since a time granule conveys similar data indexed in time, its bounds are naturally aligned with substantial changes in the function. The result of dynamic time granulation is a unique granule per segment. Time granules assume manifold levels of data abstraction and are aware of the pace of concept changes. Event streams usually come at different time granularities. They require analysis of time-domain granules for commonalities extraction prior to space-domain analysis. Information evoked from time granules can be bounds of intervals, statistical or membership functions, and associated features e.g. frequency of a certain event, correlation between events, regular patterns and the like. The internal structure of a granule and associated data provide full description and characterization of the granule. A granule may have complex structure itself, but it does not come for free.
Particularly, whenever manifold data streams mismatch each other at finer time granularities we resort to a granulated view of the time domain and data mining approach. Resulting granulation should be at least as coarse as the coarsest individual stream to agree with the notion of outer approximation and guaranteed solution.
Space-domain granulation
Data granulation over the space domain is a process of organization for comprehension. Data flow triggers a mechanism to collect similar examples. Basically, granu-lation enables us to view different examples as being the same if low level details are neglected. Granulating of the domain space is fundamental in methods of clustering and information integration. Resulting granules may compose antecedent and consequent of rules in rule-based systems.
Whenever variables are recorded simultaneously and the sampling frequency is not extremely high so that we have enough time to step recursive algorithms, the time granulation stage can be ignored and efforts fully put on spatial granulation. In fact, time and space granulation somewhat relate to each other. For instance, (i) with the minimal and maximal values occurring in a time granule we may form an interval granular object; (ii) taking a representative mean or median of instances resting into a time granule and the confidence interval around it we may form a statistical granular object; (iii) capturing the core and the uncertainty of instances falling in a same time granule may give rise to a fuzzy granular object. Granular objects of any precedence may be taken into consideration as input to the stage of spatial granulation.
Spatial location of a granule and its size play a role in the process of granulation. Original streaming data is compressed to few granules whose location and granularity reflect the structure of the data. There are many granulated views of the same problem. When evolving granular structures, granules are created as instances of the current knowledge. Next, granules may expand and occupy the space wherever new instances arrive. Operations on granules combine granules to form a coarser granule or decompose a granule into finer granules. Operations on granules should be consistent with the size of the granules and relations between granules; they provide the basic ingredients for the granular computing.
While concept drift and shift are terms related to the joint time-space domain, the descriptions of data density and information specificity [20] concern to the space domain and are choices to guide spatial granulation. Bargiela and Pedrycz [14] state that granules should embrace as many data as possible while maintain certain specificity in what they called principle of the maximization of the information density. Next, the authors suggest a principle for a balanced information granularity. This principle gives preference to the design of granules balanced along all dimensions rather than granules with unbalanced geometry. Hyperbox-based spatial granulation results in a description fully compatible with the intervals description. With intervals, the pursuit of a balanced granularity and refining and coarsening of granules are reduced to arithmetic of intervals.
Interval Analysis
Interval analysis is a branch of mathematics that provides reliable numerical tools for problem solving; it treats an interval both as a set and as a number [15] , [21] - [26] . While arithmetic carries operations on numbers, interval arithmetic carries operations on intervals. Generally speaking, intervals are instances of granules. Granular computing materializes in the framework of interval analysis and provides features for interpretability.
Interval analysis is a theory oriented for computational implementation because it supports the development of interval-based algorithms. These algorithms are mainly designed to automatically provide rigorous bounds on approximation errors, rounding errors, and propagated uncertainties in initial data. This is of utmost importance because modeling of complex systems must compromise complexity and precision. Operations involving imprecise objects must consider the nature of the imprecision.
The main concern of the interval analysis is to provide a guaranteed approximation of the set of solutions of the underlying problem. 'Guaranteed' in this context means that outer approximations of intervals can always be obtained and, moreover, be made as precise as desired. Intervals acknowledge limited precision by associating with a variable of the model under investigation a set of reals as possible values. For ease of storage and computation, these sets are restricted to intervals [26] . Essentials of the interval theory, which form a background of fundamentals for our investigations, are summarized below.
Interval Vectors
An interval I is a closed bounded set of real numbers
where l and L denote its endpoints. An n-dimensional interval vector is an ordered n-tuple of intervals (I 1 , ..., I j , ..., I n ). If I is a e.g. two-dimensional interval vector, then I = (I 1 , I 2 ) for some
Set-theoretic operations of intersection, ∩, and union, ∪, are applicable to intervals. The intersection of two intervals, I 1 and I 2 , is empty,
This indicates that I 1 and I 2 have no common points. Otherwise, the intersection of I 1 and I 2 is again an interval:
The intersection of interval vectors is empty if the intersection of any of their items is empty. Otherwise, for I 1 = (I 1 1 , ..., I 1 j , ..., I 1 n ) and I 2 = (I 2 1 , ..., I 2 j , ..., I 2 n ) we have:
If two intervals have nonempty intersection, then their union,
is an interval. Disconnected sets must not be expressed as a single interval. The convex hull of two interval vectors, I 1 and I 2 , namely ch(I 1 , I 2 ), is the smallest interval vector containing all their elements. Then,
Hull computation is an efficient procedure to combine sets independently of their connection. It follows that I 1 ∪ I 2 ⊆ ch(I 1 , I 2 ) for any I 1 and I 2 .
If
We denote the width of an interval vector, namely wdt(I), as the length of its largest side:
The absolute value (magnitude) of an interval I is |I| = max(|l|, |L|).
It follows that |x| ≤ |I| ∀ x ∈ I. For the interval vector I = (I 1 , ..., I j , ..., I n ), we use the vector norm:
Finally, it is worth defining the midpoint of an interval I:
Analogously, if I = (I 1 , ..., I j , ..., I n ) is an interval vector, then:
Interval Arithmetic
Operations on real numbers can be extended to intervals. Interval arithmetic treats intervals as numbers: adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing them.
The rules for interval addition and subtraction are:
Operations of addition and subtraction hold for interval vectors. For two interval vectors, I 1 = (I 1 1 , ..., I 1 j , ..., I 1 n ) and I 2 = (I 2 1 , ..., I 2 j , ..., I 2 n ), we have
For the product of two intervals, I 1 and I 2 , we get
Clearly, the result is again an interval, say I 3 , whose endpoints are
The reciprocal of an interval I yields:
If I is an interval not containing the number 0, then
In case I contains 0 so that l ≤ 0 ≤ L, then the set is unbounded and cannot be represented as an interval whose endpoints are real numbers. For the quotient of two intervals, we have:
If 0 is not contained in I 2 , then I 1 /I 2 is again an interval. The product and quotient operations for interval numbers hold for interval vectors. For two interval vectors, I 1 = (I 1 1 , ..., I 1 j , ..., I 1 n ) and I 2 = (I 2 1 , ..., I 2 j , ..., I 2 n ), it follows that:
Distance Between Intervals
A suitable metric to measure the distance between two intervals, I 1 and I 2 , is:
With this metric, the correspondence between the interval number system and the real number system, [x, x] ↔ x, holds. The metric d(.) preserves the distance between the corresponding items. We have that
for any x 1 and x 2 . The real line is isometrically embedded into the metric space of intervals [27] .
The distance between two interval vectors, I 1 = (I 1 1 , ..., I 1 n ) and I 2 = (I 2 1 , ..., I 2 n ),
is an interval vector. Sometimes, we are more interested in a number to represent the overall distance between interval vectors. A measure for the overall distance between two interval vectors, I 1 and I 2 , is
2 )).
Interval Functions
Consider a real-valued function f (x) and a corresponding interval-valued function f (I). f (I) is an interval extension of f (x) if f (I) = f (x) for any value of x ∈ I. If the parameters of f (I) are degenerated, then f (I) is a degenerated interval equal to f (x). Formally, the image of an interval I under a real mapping f is
More generally, the image of a specified n-dimensional vector I admitting a multivariable real function f is:
Generally, the image of an interval through f is not a box (see Fig. 3 ) and it may be difficult to obtain in closed form. In practice, f (I) can be approximated by an inclusion function F(I), which is a box in the range of f .
An interval function F from IR n to IR m is called inclusion function of f if
Inclusion functions are not unique and they depend on how we choose F. An inclusion function is optimal if F(I) is the interval hull of f (I). In other words, the optimal inclusion function for f (I) is the smallest box F * (I) that contains f (I). Figure 3 illustrates the idea. F * (I) is unique. Fig. 3 Image f of box I and inclusion functions F and F * In particular, for degenerated intervals I, it follows that:
Assume f monotonically increasing in I = [l, L]. Then we can obtain f (I) using:
Consequently,
With monotonic decreasing functions, we have to order the resulting endpoints correctly. In these cases
, that is, strict inclusion relationship holds.
Nonmonotonic functions could be monotonic under endpoint constraint. For example, f (I) = sin(I) is not monotonic in general but defining
An interval function f (I) is inclusion isotonic when for any interval vectors, I 1 and I 2 ,
Finite interval arithmetic [23] is inclusion isotonic. Consider that • denotes the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, thus
holds whenever I 1 ⊂ I 3 and I 2 ⊂ I 4 . In this work all interval enclosures are inclusion isotonic interval extensions of real-valued continuous functions.
An interval function f (I) ∈ IR is called thin when it involves only degenerate interval parameters or, equivalently, singular parameters. For instance, the interval function:
is thin for (a 0 , ..., a n ) degenerated intervals. When an interval function involves at least one interval parameter of nonzero width, it is called thick. In this work we consider thin interval functions only.
Interval analysis goes far beyond what has been covered in this section. We do not address both interval integration [27] , complex interval arithmetic [28] , interval statistics [29] , and intervals in fuzzy set theory [30] , but the essentials to pave the IBeM framework. Moving beyond the essentials and toward the development of effective approach to handle real-world problems is subject of the following section.
Interval Based Evolving Modeling
The mathematical formalism of the interval analysis provides a robust framework for the analysis of granular structures. Interval mathematics supports the core of the IBeM learning algorithm and gives simplicity, correctness, totality, closeness, optimality, and efficiency [26] .
IBeM originated from recent research on modeling nonstationary streaming data. IBeM models process data streams using recursive one-pass algorithm. It starts learning from scratch and dispenses knowledge about the properties of the data. Models developed by IBeM are interpretable via rules. Online learning algorithm casts the IBeM structure to learn new concepts, detect concept change, cope with uncertainty, learn forever, and to provide nonlinear approximation.
IBeM exploits bottom-up procedures to form higher level granules from raw data. A ∪-closure granular structure ensues from more specific local granules. The internal representation of an IBeM granule, γ i , in respect to antecedent variables, x j , is empty. This means that bounds of intervals, [l i j , L i j ], are all IBeM records from input data stream. Consequent variables, y k , are identically granulated whenever output data become available. The content of an output granule conveys additional information in respect of a rule, e.g. inclusion monotonic functions p i k . Bounds of consequent variables, [u i k ,U i k ], are determined by granulating the output data stream, processing the inclusion function using bounds of the antecedent variables, and performing the AND operation. The result is a granular approximation of a function. Computing p i k using x j gives a singular approximation. Rules R i associated with granules γ i are of the type:
Functions p i k are thin and of first order in this case. In general, each p i k can be of different type and does not need to be linear. The recursive least mean square RLMS algorithm is used to determine the coefficients a i jk of p i k . Assume that ρ j and σ k are the maximum width that intervals may take in the input and output spaces, respectively. Values of ρ and σ allow different representations of the same problem in different levels of detail. Figure 4 illustrates the idea in the input/output space. The case shown in the figure refers to a collection of granules γ i , i = 1, ..., c, of different sizes and geometric forms constructed in light of singular data being available. The learning approach relies on the information conveyed by the data to create and foster granules and to set the granularity. Granules are not allowed to grow beyond ρ and σ . If so, they are immediately required to be split. 
Learning Algorithm
This section details the working principle of the IBeM learning algorithm. IBeM system grants important characteristics for evolving modeling. Its incremental learning approach spends a small and constant processing time, that is, processing time does not scale with the number of instances. Continuous processing on an instanceper-instance recursive basis enables IBeM to deal with concept drift within online environment. Nonstationarity requires detecting and tracking changes in the joint time-space structure of the underlying data. The IBeM approach for data flow mining and knowledge discovery relies predominantly on constructive bottom-up modeling procedures, but allows decomposition-based top-down procedures.
Formally, IBeM learns online from a sequence (x, y) [h] , h = 1, ..., where y [h] is known given x [h] or will be revealed some steps latter. Each pair (x, y) is an observation of the target function f . When f is nonstationary, IBeM should track time varying function f [h] . IBeM systems evolve whenever new information appears in the data. When new instances do not fit current knowledge, procedures create new information granules and rules managing the granules. Conversely, when instances fit current knowledge, procedures adapt existing granules and rules if necessary. Eventually, the quotient granular structure may be optimized, refined or coarsed, agreeing with inter-granule relationships.
Time Granulation
From a data stream (x, y) [h] , h = 1, ..., time granulation groups successive instances (x, y) [h] , h = h b , ..., h e−1 , into a time granule. Indices h b and h e−1 denote the beginning and the end of a time granule; h e is a break point value. Strict relationship h e > h b holds. The set of instances streaming during [h b , h e−1 ] is considered indistinguishable and the inequalities
.., n, and
are satisfied. The instance indexed by h e conveys at least one contrasting value.
The collection (x, y) [h] , h = h b , ..., h e−1 , produces a unique interval granule with lower and upper endpoints determined by
.., h e−1 ; j = 1, ..., n, and
respectively for input and output variables.
In the IBeM framework, time granulation is used as a preprocessing step especially on occasions where instances from different sources or tasks arise at random time intervals. Multiple time granularities allow synchronized analysis of concurrent data streams. Thereafter, learning within the space domain is based on time granules intervals, rather than on original data. IBeM is not exposed to all original data, which are far more numerous than time granules.
Birth and Growth of Space Granules
IBeM systems start learning from scratch. No granules and rules need to be preconceived nor needs the amount of granules to be set in advance. Granules and rules are created and adapted on demand, dynamically, steered by the behavior of the process function and information mirrored in the measured data. Whenever stream pairs (x, y) [h] arrive, a decision mechanism is trigged and granules and rules can be inserted into or adapt the IBeM structure.
Key questions to be answered for effective implementation of IBeM refer to when and how to create or adapt granules and rules recursively to consider new neverseen-before instances. Let E i be the expansion region of a granule γ i . Thus
Bounds of expansion regions E i j help to derive criteria for deciding whether or not two objects should be put into the same granule. Figure 5 illustrates the expansion of an interval granule γ i . An information granule is born either when an input variable, say x j , does not fit E i j for all i and some j, or an output variable, say y k , does not fit E i k for all i and some k. This means that existing granules must not expand their bounds beyond the limits dictated by ρ and σ to include the current input. Connective AND operators of IBeM rules suggest that both, E i j for all j and E i k for all k, suit (x, y) for the corresponding granule be considered. The new granule γ c+1 extends the current collection of granules γ = {γ 1 , ..., γ c }.
Adaptation of existing rules R i expands the width of rules antecedent
to accommodate new data and simultaneously adjusts the coefficients of local interval functions p i k . A rule R i is adapted whenever an instance (x, y) falls into the region E i of γ i . This means, geometrically, that the instance lays inside the hyperrectangle of γ i or close enough so that the granule is allowed to expand to include (x, y). Figure 6 summarizes nine situations that may happen depending on where the instance is confined and associated procedures.
In Fig. 6 , recently arrived interval data, x, can be either outside, partially inside, or inside of a generic granule γ i . Depending on the location of x, IBeM creates a new granule γ c+1 and/or adapts the bounds of an existing granule γ i . Expansion is mainly based on union and convex hull operations. All uncertainty in the data is enveloped by some granule to guarantee outer approximation of the solution. Although data and granule may have some level of overlap, two granules are forbidden to overlap as result of these adaptation procedures.
Adaptation of consequent intervals [u i k , U i k ] uses outcome data y k . Thin polynomial coefficients are initialized as a i jk = 0, j = 0, and a i 0k = y k ∀k, and can be subsequently updated using the standard recursive least mean square RLMS algorithm and taking advantage of the instance that activates the rule R i . Storage of a number of recent instances may be useful to guide alternative coefficient identification algorithms, e.g., data chunks oriented algorithms. However, it comes with some additional cost concerning memory and processing time.
Choosing the Granularity
Values of ρ and σ set upper bounds of the level of abstraction of models. If ρ and σ are equal to 0, then the existing granules cannot be expanded. Conversely, when ρ and σ match 1, a single granule represents all the data. On trading off these extreme situations we intermediate complexity and precision. Calculations involving imprecise data must consider the nature of the imprecision.
The size of a granule may be interpreted as its degree of detail. A simple procedure we use in IBeM to tune the maximum width ρ and σ of granules over time regards multiple views of the data, and refining and coarsening of granules.
Let β be the number of rules created after a certain number of processing steps h r . If the number of rules grows faster than a threshold value η, that is, β > η, then ρ and σ are increased as follows
Otherwise, if the number of rules grows at a rate smaller than η, that is, β < η, then ρ and σ are decreased as follows
Decreasing the maximum width allowed may require adequate diet for some granules to get the new standard. The refinement of a granule is based on its midpoint and redefinition of its lower and upper bounds. The mechanism to deal with data stream granularity is useful to let ρ and σ learn values for themselves and to avoid guesses on how fast and how often streams change.
No adjustment needed 
Refining and Coarsening the Quotient Structure
Once granules are identified, IBeM analyzes the relationship among them and proceeds accordingly. Top-down and bottom-up structural operations support refining and coarsening of granules over time. Structural knowledge is generated to help visualization of relationships between different parts of the problem. Top-down processes produce ∩-closure granular models splitting large granules into smaller, lower level granules. Situations in which the maximum width allowed for a granule reduces, see Section 5.3, may cause top-down refinements. Whenever the granularity dictated by ρ becomes finer, checking wdt(γ i ) < ρ may return false. In these cases, the granule γ i is split into
The refining procedure is repeated until wdt(γ i ) < ρ holds for i = 1, ..., c. Analogous approach is used for output variables k and granularity σ .
A ∪-closure granular model results from a bottom-up process that involves forming a large, higher level granule using small, lower level granules. Let
, be a distance matrix relating any pair of granules. The matrix D is symmetric with zeros in the main diagonal. Neighbor granules can be located close enough to justify their combination into a unique, coarser granule. Coarsening evaluates whether the combination of the respective granules is possible or not based on the minimum entry of the matrix D. Combination is possible if the width of the convex hull of two granules, say γ i 1 and γ i 2 , returns a permissible granularity. Formally, if
is coarsening of γ i 1 and γ i 2 . Coarsening produces more compact rule bases and contributes to eliminate spatial gaps between close enough granules. At the top level, we close the IBeM structure by the most general granule formed by the convex hull of all elementary granules.
Conflict of Interest
A requirement to be kept in mind when designing granular systems, such as IBeM, is the goal to include every information that assembles a solution. However, at the same time it is desirable to keep the system as simple as possible. As learning occurs, conflicting situations may arise and adaptation procedures that result in narrower granules of data must be considered. Conflict of interest happens when two or more granules can be expanded to embrace the current input. Figure 7 shows four typical situations considering the current input x and two granules, say γ i 1 and γ i 2 , they are:
The respective adaptation procedures are shown in the figure. In case (i), both granules cannot expand beyond ρ. Therefore, a new granule is created to include x. Cases (ii) and (iv) avoid redundancy and inconsistency neglecting the adaptation of the granule that cannot enclose x entirely. Case (iii) chooses the granule closer to x according to D(.).
Inter-granular conflict resolution helps to choose which IBeM rule to adapt, and prevents overlapped intervals and contradiction. The tightest envelope for the data generates a more concise description about the information it carries.
Removing Granules
A granule should be removed from the IBeM structure if it is inconsistent with the current concept. Common removing strategies either (i) remove granules by age, (ii) exclude the weakest granules based on error values, or (iii) delete the most inac-tive granules. In IBeM, the strategy is to delete inactive granules by exclusion. Old granules may still be useful in the current environment whereas weak granules are attempted to be strengthened by adjusting coefficients of local inclusion functions, see Section 5.7.
IBeM granules are deleted whenever they become inactive during a number of processing steps, h r . If the application requires memorization of rare events, or if cyclical drifts are anticipated, then it may be the case to let the granules live forever. Removing inactive granules periodically helps to keep the rule set updated and concise.
Function Approximation
For each granule identified, its associated rule has the consequent function parameters adjusted using the RLMS algorithm as described next.
Let (x, y) [h] be the data pair available for training at instant h, and γ i be the granule activated by the data pair. Local polynomials are estimated by linear equations
Using (x, y) [h] and assuming single output, without loss of generality we get
In the matrix form we have
T is a vector of unknown parameters. To estimate the coefficients a i j we let
where E = [e [h] ] is the current modeling error. While in batch estimation the rows in Y , X and E increase agreeing with the number of available instances, in the recursive mode of the algorithm only two rows are kept. We reformulate the state variables as
where the first and second rows refer to values before and just after adaptation, respectively. The RLMS algorithm sets A i to minimize the functional
Derived from [31] , A i can be estimated by
to minimize the square error. Assuming P = (X T X) −1 and the matrix inversion lemma [31] , similar to [32] , we avoid inverting X T X at each processing step from the following recursion:
where I is identity matrix. In practice it is usual to choose large initial values for the main diagonal elements of P. In this paper we use P [0] = 10 3 I as default value. After simple mathematical transformations, the vector of parameters is rearranged recursively as follows:
Detailed derivations can be found in [33] and convergence proof in [34] .
Application Examples
Experiments reported in this section consider singular and granular data streams to show the usefulness of the IBeM approach. In the first experiment, the IBeM system mines singular data concerning the level of rain precipitation in different European regions to form granules whose size and location reflect the essence of the data. IBeM is always requested to process flowing examples it has never seen before and that demand immediate response before being used for model training. The order of the streaming items is out of the control of the system and data must not be stored nor retrieved. The second experiment delivers original interval data related to daily fluctuation of the price of an economic index. IBeM starts learning from scratch and the data stream guides the creation and development of models freely. In both experiments IBeM plays the role of an evolving predictor.
Rain Precipitation
Meteorological precipitations, e.g. rainfall, occur when a portion of the atmosphere becomes saturated with water vapor, thus the water condenses and falls under grav-ity. Prediction of rain precipitation concerns with estimating the amount of water to be accumulated over a time period in a definite region. Rainfall prediction is essential to prevent floods, droughts, food shortage; to assist decision making on agricultural crops, hydroelectric power plants, and dams; to simulate the behavior of rivers, soil erosion and ecosystems. Datasets from the ECA&D project (available at http://eca.knmi.nl/download/millennium/millennium.php) were considered for analysis. Measurements are recorded in millimeters of rain per month. We admit the meteorological stations 244 (Zurich/ Fluntern), 173 (Milan), and 378 (Athens) to evaluate the IBeM performance. Zurich is one of the wettest cities in Europe. Rainfall spreads throughout the year with the highest levels of precipitation recorded during summer months. Milan is a city known to have quite high humidity during the whole year. Its humid subtropical climate has four distinct seasons. Rainfall is relatively low in July but peaks by August. Rain generally falls in heavy outbursts during summer. During autumn and spring it storms about half of the days whereas in winter rainfall lessens. Conversely, Athens is one of the driest cities in Mediterranean Europe and experiences a differentiated climatic pattern. Due to its location in relation to the Mount Parnitha, the Athenian climate is recognized quite dry with sparse precipitations during summer.
The Zurich, Milan and Athens datasets consist of 1314, 1818, and 1242 time indexed instances comprising millimeters of rainfall per month recorded from January 1901 to December 2010, January 1858 to December 2010, and January 1899 to December 2002, respectively. The task of IBeM is to predict the amount of rainfall in the subsequent month, y [h+1] , using the last five observations,
. IBeM scrutinizes the data only once to build its structure and tune local parameters. This is to reproduce a data stream. The rule base is initially empty, devoid of knowledge. However, the apprenticeship starts immediately after the first data pair is available.
Testing and training are performed concomitantly on a sample-per-sample basis. First, an estimation p [h+1] is provided for a given input (x [h−4] , ..., x [h] ). One step ahead, the actual value y [h+1] becomes available and model adaptation is carried out if necessary. Training is necessary whenever an instance carries new information significantly mismatching the current knowledge. Sample-per-sample testingbefore-training approach portrays the true online data stream context. Performance evaluation is made based on the root mean square error:
and the non-dimensional error index:
, which basically ponders the RMSE by the inverse of the standard deviation of the underlying data.
To evaluate the effect of different parameterizations, we conduct three experiments. Firstly, IBeM 1 prioritizes a more compact structure and adopts ρ Table 1 shows that rain precipitation in Zurich is more difficult to predict than in Milan and Athens according to the RMSE and NDEI indices provided by the algorithms. IBeM 3 evolves an average of 27.96 rules for the Zurich data to attain an RMSE index equal to 0.1885, and an NDEI value of 1.0760. However, using only 6.37 rules, IBeM 1 reached a performance of 0.1996 and 1.1393 for the RMSE and NDEI, respectively, which is slightly worse than the performance of IBeM 3 . While a compact structure speeds up processing time and reduces memory usage, because the number of developed rules is smaller, input and output granules tend to be wider to pave the problem domain. Therefore, IBeM 1 granular predictions tend to be less significant. Analysis of the results for Milan and Athens is quite similar to the analysis for Zurich. However, we may notice that, even using fewer rules, the performance of IBeM 2 is better than the performance of IBeM 3 for the Athens data. Narrowing the bounds of the granules does not imply that the local-valued singular prediction will be necessarily better. Fewer instances are allocated to lower level smaller granules, and then the RLMS algorithm takes advantage of less information about the target function to adjust the corresponding parameters. The trend of a better singular approximation within tighter enclosures remains.
The importance of the incremental learning is clearly verified by comparing the accuracy of IBeM, eTS and xTS (evolving algorithms) with the accuracy of an offline trained MLP neural network. Once the neural network has a fixed structure, it is limited in its ability to adapt to a new trend or concept.
By comparing evolving methods with each other, Table 1 shows that IBeM outperforms eTS and xTS in predicting Athens rainfall and that these algorithms are comparable in terms of accuracy and compactness for the Zurich and Milan datasets. However, we have noticed that the average per-sample processing time of IBeM is the smallest. The IBeM algorithm consumed an average of 1.28ms per item of the data streams on a dual-core 2.54GHz processor with 4GB RAM against 2.64ms and 12.57ms spent respectively by the xTS and eTS algorithms. This is explained by the easiness of acquiring and adapting upper and lower bounds of intervals from a data stream, and waiver of liability for adjusting parameters of fuzzy membership functions based on more refined clustering techniques.
Figures 8, 9 and 10 detail IBeM one-step singular and granular predictions for the rainfall problem. The granular prediction [u,U] allied to the more suggestive singular prediction p may assist decision making giving an idea about a range of values around p. Intervals here can be read as optimistic and pessimistic prediction values. Bounds of granules may enhance model acceptability. Figures also illustrate how the granules size, number of rules, and RMSE and NDEI indices vary over time. As evidenced in the figures, the IBeM algorithm does not profit from several granules and rules, but from a combination of ingredients concerning with structural premises, peculiar derivations of the learning algorithm, and interval granular framework and tools to achieve the performance. We notice that in all experiments, IBeM runs in linear time with respect to the length of the stream. 
Bovespa BVSP Index
In this section we address an economic time series prediction problem using IBeM. Different from [8] , where we deal with daily end-of-day forecast of the Brazil Bovespa BVSP Index, here we investigate original interval data concerning with the range of values in which the price of the index fluctuates during a day. Data from January 2, 1998 to December 1, 2009 were obtained from the Yahoo! Finance website and used in the experiments. There are about 500 companies trading at BM&F BOVESPA, the Sao Paulo Stock Market, which is the fourth largest stock exchange in the Americas in terms of market capitalization. The market capitalization used by IBovespa is the value of the publicly tradable part of the companies. The benchmark indicator of BM&F BOVESPA is the Bovespa BVSP index. BVSP price forecasts aim at giving information to support portfolio construction, risk management, and investment decisions.
The task of IBeM is to foresee the variation of the BVSP price in the next business day, . Notice that the vast majority of machine learning algorithms cannot handle this type of data automatically, and require offline preprocessing steps and assumptions on how to curtail interval data into representative real numbers. IBeM inspects the data only once to mimic an online data stream. Its structure, initially null, grows on-demand, steered by the information flow. The following parameter values were chosen to evaluate the IBeM behavior: ρ [0] = σ [0] = .2, deletion threshold h r = 300 and η = 3. This parameterization stresses structural stability and a small number of rules. Figure 11 summarizes the results. Figure 11 shows how the learning algorithm self-adapts the maximum width allowed for the granules during evolution. When the time series started bringing many new information and patterns due to the late-2000s economic recession (the Great Recession, which began in the United States, but affected the entire world economy), the IBeM learning algorithm automatically reduced the size of the granules to avoid losing information. The number of rules in the model structure increased accordingly to guarantee a complete coverage of the problem domain. Nonlinearities and novel behaviors were captured dynamically. Moreover, Fig. 11 illustrates the one-step granular interval forecast of the BVSP index, [p, p] , and the outer approximation of the time series, [u,U]. We notice that the IBeM model provides accurate granular forecasts from the point of view of the RMSE, 0.0108, and NDEI, 0.0447, indices, and that it summarizes the content of the data stream into an average of 2.49 rules, with a maximum of 8 rules. The interval enclosure in this experiment may be interpreted as optimistic and pessimistic bounds of the selling price, an important information which helps to reduce investment risks and estipulate portfolio return. We remark that IBeM runs in linear time with respect to the number of instances. The results illustrate the potential of evolving granular models to solve financial prediction problems that demand online incremental adaptability.
Conclusion
This work has introduced Interval-Based evolving Modeling (IBeM) to assess the essence of heterogeneous data streams. The IBeM approach to granulation is based on changeable local models for evolving data structures. Focus was given on interval manifestation of data and on granular modeling framework. The IBeM approach for function approximation makes no specific assumption about the properties of the data sources but rather let the data stream guide the structural development and model learning freely. Application examples considering rainfall prediction and finance system have shown the usefulness of the approach. Further work shall address interval and fuzzy granular frameworks for interval and fuzzy data streams.
